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Part One

SESSION 1  BRAIN: SHAPES AND BIOMARKERS

10574 02 Sulcal depth-based cortical shape analysis in normal healthy control and schizophrenia groups [10574-1]
10574 04 Skull segmentation from MR scans using a higher-order shape model based on convolutional restricted Boltzmann machines [10574-3]
10574 05 Imaging biomarkers for the diagnosis of Prion disease [10574-4]
10574 06 Constructing statistically unbiased cortical surface templates using feature-space covariance [10574-5]

SESSION 2  DEEP LEARNING: SEGMENTATION

10574 07 Segmentation of anatomical structures in cardiac CTA using multi-label V-Net [10574-6]
10574 08 Iterative convolutional neural networks for automatic vertebra identification and segmentation in CT images [10574-7]
10574 09 Splenomegaly segmentation using global convolutional kernels and conditional generative adversarial networks [10574-8]
10574 0A Segmentation of left ventricle myocardium in porcine cardiac cine MR images using a hybrid of fully convolutional neural networks and convolutional LSTM [10574-9]
10574 0B Towards dense volumetric pancreas segmentation in CT using 3D fully convolutional networks [10574-10]
10574 0C An effective fully deep convolutional neural networks for mitochondria segmentation based on ATUM-SEM [10574-11]
### SESSION 3  IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

| 10574 0D | A log-Euclidean and total variation based variational framework for computational sonography [10574-12] |
| 10574 0E | Visualization of coronary artery calcium in dual energy chest radiography using automatic rib suppression [10574-13] |
| 10574 0F | Radiation dose reduction in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) by means of deep-learning-based supervised image processing [10574-14] |
| 10574 0G | Image enhancement method for digital mammography [10574-15] |
| 10574 0H | Image reconstruction using priors from deep learning [10574-16] |

### SESSION 4  MACHINE LEARNING

| 10574 0I | Automated abdominal plane and circumference estimation in 3D US for fetal screening [10574-17] |
| 10574 0J | Left ventricle segmentation in 3D ultrasound by combining structured random forests with active shape models [10574-18] |
| 10574 0K | Fine segmentation of tiny blood vessel based on fully connected conditional random field [10574-19] |
| 10574 0L | Automatic and fast CT liver segmentation using sparse ensemble with machine learned contexts [10574-20] |
| 10574 0M | Nearest neighbor 3D segmentation with context features [10574-21] |
| 10574 0N | Detecting multiple myeloma via generalized multiple-instance learning [10574-22] |

### SESSION 5  REGISTRATION

| 10574 0O | A multilevel Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach for uncertainty quantification in deformable registration [10574-23] |
| 10574 0P | Quadratic: quality of dice in registration circuits [10574-24] |
| 10574 0Q | Self-reference-based and during-registration detection of motion artifacts in spatio-temporal image data [10574-25] |
| 10574 0R | GPU-based stochastic-gradient optimization for non-rigid medical image registration in time-critical applications [10574-26] |
| 10574 0S | Deformable image registration using convolutional neural networks [10574-27] |
### SESSION 6  KEYNOTE AND HIGHLIGHTS

10574 0U  Foveal fully convolutional nets for multi-organ segmentation [10574-29]

10574 0V  A novel framework for the local extraction of extra-axial cerebrospinal fluid from MR brain images [10574-30]

10574 0W  A statistical model for image registration performance: effect of tissue deformation [10574-31]

### SESSION 7  FMRI AND DTI

10574 0X  SHARD: spherical harmonic-based robust outlier detection for HARDI methods [10574-32]

10574 0Y  Regional autonomy changes in resting-state functional MRI in patients with HIV associated neurocognitive disorder [10574-33]

10574 0Z  Tensor-based vs. matrix-based rank reduction in dynamic brain connectivity [10574-34]

10574 10  Extrapolated nonnegative decompositions for the analysis of functional connectivity [10574-35]

10574 11  Strain map of the tongue in normal and ALS speech patterns from tagged and diffusion MRI [10574-36]

10574 12  TRAFIC: fiber tract classification using deep learning [10574-37]

10574 13  Evaluation of inter-site bias and variance in diffusion-weighted MRI [10574-38]

### SESSION 8  MOTION

10574 14  A novel filtering approach for 3D harmonic phase analysis of tagged MRI [10574-39]

10574 15  Feasibility of intra-acquisition motion correction for 4D DSA reconstruction for applications in the thorax and abdomen [10574-40]

10574 16  Deep-learning-based CT motion artifact recognition in coronary arteries [10574-41]

10574 17  Population-based respiratory 4D motion atlas construction and its application for VR simulations of liver punctures [10574-42]

10574 18  Sensitivity analysis of Jacobian determinant used in treatment planning for lung cancer [10574-43]

### SESSION 9  IMAGE FEATURES

10574 19  HoDOr: histogram of differential orientations for rigid landmark tracking in medical images [10574-44]
Topological leakage detection and freeze-and-grow propagation for improved CT-based airway segmentation [10574-45]

Inter-scanner variation independent descriptors for constrained diffeomorphic demons registration of retina OCT [10574-46]

Classification of malignant and benign liver tumors using a radiomics approach [10574-48]

Quantitative phase and texture angularity analysis of brain white matter lesions in multiple sclerosis [10574-49]

SESSION 10  DEEP LEARNING: LESIONS AND PATHOLOGIES

MRI tumor segmentation with densely connected 3D CNN [10574-50]

Quantification of lung abnormalities in cystic fibrosis using deep networks [10574-51]

Deep learning for biomarker regression: application to osteoporosis and emphysema on chest CT scans [10574-52]

Microaneurysm detection using deep learning and interleaved freezing [10574-53]

Dataset variability leverages white-matter lesion segmentation performance with convolutional neural network [10574-54]

SESSION 11  DEEP LEARNING: GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS

Modelling the progression of Alzheimer's disease in MRI using generative adversarial networks [10574-55]

Learning implicit brain MRI manifolds with deep learning [10574-56]

Chest x-ray generation and data augmentation for cardiovascular abnormality classification [10574-57]

Contextual loss functions for optimization of convolutional neural networks generating pseudo CTs from MRI [10574-58]

POSTER SESSION: ENHANCEMENT

Multi-grid nonlocal techniques for x-ray scatter correction [10574-59]

Part Two

A denoising algorithm for CT image using low-rank sparse coding [10574-60]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10574</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1Q</td>
<td>A new method to reduce cone beam artifacts by optimal combination of FDK and TV-IR images</td>
<td>[10574-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R</td>
<td>CT artifact reduction via U-net CNN</td>
<td>[10574-62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S</td>
<td>Automatic segmentation of thoracic aorta segments in low-dose chest CT</td>
<td>[10574-63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T</td>
<td>Fast super-resolution with iterative-guided back projection for 3D MR images</td>
<td>[10574-64]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POSTER SESSION: MACHINE LEARNING**

| 1U    | Automatic localization and segmentation of optical disk based on faster R-CNN and level set in fundus image | [10574-65] |
| 1V    | Circle-like foreign element detection in chest x-rays using normalized cross-correlation and unsupervised clustering | [10574-66] |
| 1W    | Orientation regression in hand radiographs: a transfer learning approach | [10574-67] |
| 1X    | Organ localization and identification in thoracic CT volumes using 3D CNNs leveraging spatial anatomic relations | [10574-68] |
| 1Y    | Automatic valve segmentation in cardiac ultrasound time series data | [10574-69] |
| 1Z    | Transfer learning for diabetic retinopathy | [10574-70] |
| 20    | Extraction of brain tissue from CT head images using fully convolutional neural networks | [10574-71] |
| 21    | Deep learning-based depth estimation from a synthetic endoscopy image training set | [10574-72] |
| 22    | Automatic lung ultrasound B-line recognition in pediatric populations for the detection of pneumonia | [10574-73] |
| 23    | Brain decoding using deep convolutional network and its application in cross-subject analysis | [10574-74] |
| 24    | Neural network fusion: a novel CT-MR aortic aneurysm image segmentation method | [10574-75] |
| 25    | Spine centerline extraction and efficient spine reading of MRI and CT data | [10574-76] |

**POSTER SESSION: QUANTIFICATION AND MODELING**

| 26    | Segmentation of subcutaneous fat within mouse skin in 3D OCT image data using random forests | [10574-77] |
Automatic detection of the inner ears in head CT images using deep convolutional neural networks [10574-78]

Multiorgan structures detection using deep convolutional neural networks [10574-79]

Coupling reconstruction and motion estimation for dynamic MRI through optical flow constraint [10574-80]

Sinogram synthesis using convolutional-neural-network for sparsely view-sampled CT [10574-81]

High resolution robust and smooth precision matrices to capture functional connectivity [10574-82]

Hubs defined with participation coefficient metric altered following acute mTBI [10574-83]

Aorta and pulmonary artery segmentation using optimal surface graph cuts in non-contrast CT [10574-84]

Model based rib-cage unfolding for trauma CT [10574-85]

Thoracic lymph node station recognition on CT images based on automatic anatomy recognition with an optimal parent strategy [10574-86]

Tapering analysis of airways with bronchiectasis [10574-87]

Volumetric versus area-based density assessment: comparisons using automated quantitative measurements from a large screening cohort [10574-88]

Subject-specific brain tumor growth modelling via an efficient Bayesian inference framework [10574-89]

Image-based assessment of uncertainty in quantification of carotid lumen [10574-90]

Automated Agatston score computation in non-ECG gated CT scans using deep learning [10574-91]

Generative statistical modeling of left atrial appendage appearance to substantiate clinical paradigms for stroke risk stratification [10574-92]

Feature analysis of high SUV regions based on FDG-PET [10574-93]

Relating regional characteristics of left atrial shape to presence of scar in patients with atrial fibrillation [10574-94]

Automatic anatomy recognition using neural network learning of object relationships via virtual landmarks [10574-117]

Training classifiers with limited data using the Radon cumulative distribution transform [10574-118]
**POSTER SESSION: REGISTRATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poster ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10574 2R</td>
<td>Enhancement of breast periphery region in digital mammography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 2S</td>
<td>Fast diffeomorphic image registration via GPU-based parallel computing: an investigation of the matching cost function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 2T</td>
<td>Group-wise shape correspondence of variable and complex objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POSTER SESSION: SEGMENTATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poster ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10574 2U</td>
<td>Student beats the teacher: deep neural networks for lateral ventricles segmentation in brain MR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 2V</td>
<td>Fully convolutional neural networks improve abdominal organ segmentation (Cum Laude Poster Award)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 2W</td>
<td>Multi-class segmentation of neuronal electron microscopy images using deep learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 2X</td>
<td>Automatic segmentation of fibroglandular tissue in breast MRI using anatomy-driven three-dimensional spatial context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 2Y</td>
<td>Extraction of breast lesions from ultrasound imagery: Bhattacharyya gradient flow approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 2Z</td>
<td>Coupled dictionary learning for joint MR image restoration and segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 30</td>
<td>Exudate segmentation using fully convolutional neural networks and inception modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 31</td>
<td>Deformable model reconstruction of the subarachnoid space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 32</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network based automatic plaque characterization for intracoronary optical coherence tomography images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 33</td>
<td>Sequential neural networks for biologically informed glioma segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 34</td>
<td>A hybrid segmentation method for partitioning the liver based on 4D DCE-MR images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 35</td>
<td>A new medical image segmentation model based on fractional order differentiation and level set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 36</td>
<td>Automatic PET cervical tumor segmentation by deep learning with prior information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10574 37</td>
<td>Automated segmentation of cellular images using an effective region force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10574 38 Improved stability of whole brain surface parcellation with multi-atlas segmentation [10574-113]

10574 39 Feature extraction using convolutional neural networks for multi-atlas based image segmentation [10574-114]

10574 3A Random walk based optic chiasm localization using multi-parametric MRI for patients with pituitary adenoma [10574-115]

10574 3B Advanced two-layer level set with a soft distance constraint for dual surfaces segmentation in medical images [10574-116]
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2018 Medical Imaging Award Recipients

Robert F. Wagner Best Student Paper Award

Robert F. Wagner was an active scientist in the SPIE Medical Imaging meeting, starting with the first meeting in 1972 and continuing throughout his career. He ensured that the BRH, and subsequently the CDRH, was a sponsor for the early and subsequent Medical Imaging meetings, helping to launch and ensure the historical success of the meeting. The Robert F. Wagner All-Conference Best Student Paper Award (established 2014) is acknowledgment of his many important contributions to the Medical Imaging meeting and his many important advances to the field of medical imaging.

This award is co-sponsored by:

The Medical Image Perception Society

2018 Recipients:

First Place: **Dynamic beam filtering for miscentered patients** (10573-29)
Andrew Mao, William Shyr, Grace J. Gang, J. Webster Stayman, Johns Hopkins Univ. (United States)

Second Place: **Tumor margin classification of head and neck cancer using hyperspectral imaging and convolutional neural networks** (10576-4)
Martin Halicek, Georgia Institute of Technology (United States) and Augusta Univ. (United States); James V. Little, Xu Wang, Emory Univ. School of Medicine (United States); Mihir Patel, Emory Univ. School of Medicine (United States) and The Winship Cancer Institute of Emory Univ. (United States); Christopher C. Griffith, Emory Univ. School of Medicine (United States); Amy Y. Chen, Emory Univ. School of Medicine (United States) and The Winship Cancer Institute of Emory Univ. (United States); Baowei Fei, Georgia Institute of Technology & Emory Univ. (United States) and The Winship Cancer Institute of Emory Univ. (United States)